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Goal of Project: 
The primary goal of this project was to enable us to no-till plant corn in an organic

system. The two main objectives were to; first design and fabricate a roller to
mechanically kill cover crops of hairy vetch, and second to field test the roller to
determine how it works in conjunction with the system.

Farm Update: 
Since the time I first applied for this grant my farm operation has changed significantly.
At the time of application my family and I ran a 300 head beef fattening operation. As
mentioned in my application we were considering transitioning from beef to dairy. At this
time we are now operating as a 65 cow, conventional, tie stall dairy with a pipeline
milking system. We still farm approximately 250 acres of which 72 are owned and the
rest rented. We still grow about 195 acres of organic grain and hay which are sold as cash
crops or fed to our animals. I still operate a small farm shop but due to labor issues no
longer grow produce and we closed down our roadside stand.

Cooperators and Roles: 
John Brubaker/ Farmer — Roller design and fabricator, field test monitor

Jeff Moyer/ Farm Manager for The Rodale Institute — Field testing, roller design,
outreach

Dave Wilson/ Researcher for The Rodale Institute — Field testing data collection

Project Methods and Outcomes:
As I said in my proposal: I know that the less tillage I perform on my farm the better it is
for the environment, the soil biology, and the economics of the system. However as an
organic fanner I see greater weed management problems as I reduce tillage without the
ability or desire to use herbicides. What I proposed doing, and have done, was to work
with a system of mechanically killed cover crops to plant corn as a no-till crop. I did this
by first designing and fabricating a roller to mount on the front of a tractor to roll and
crimp the cover crop while mounting a no-till corn planter behind the tractor to roll/crimp
the cover and plant in a one pass operation.

I worked with Dave at The Rodale Institute in the fall of 2002 to establish a field of
various cover crops in 20 foot wide strips. Two of these strips were set aside for
moldboard plowing and for chisel plowing as a comparison for my no-till treatments.
(See Attached Field Plan).
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